
There's no right way for growing an online business. And honestly, me and my guests 
are more than fine with that.

I'm Hailey Thomas. And this is the podcast that lets you be a fly on the wall for 
candid conversations and mini lessons with a variety of online entrepreneurs who are
growing their businesses based on their own visions. We are on a mission to 
normalize and laugh about the behind the scenes truth of achieving a new level of 
success in your business.

This is one year from now. Hey, welcome to the podcast. This episode is a review of 
my 2021 year in my coaching business, I will tell you a little bit about the history
of my business and where I am now. And which will help give context for the 2021 
numbers. But I also have another business, I don't talk about it as much. But I have
another business that's a digital product and a membership community. I'm going to 
do a separate episode about my evaluation for 2021 in that business, but I think the
high things to note, we learned a lot. We learned a lot a lot, the first 10 months, 
10 months in eight days to be exact, that we had that business we did $100,000 in 
revenue. And then last year, we did $50,000 in revenue, like half as much wild, 
right? So I'm going to do a whole podcast episode about the expectations that we 
have around business, and the feelings that we might develop about, I should always 
be growing and wanting to better ourselves and yada yada. Oh, we only did 50,000 in 
revenue this year with about 65% profitability. We bought out one of our partners 
this year, which is where a lot of cash went. But we were pretty steady with a new 
launch strategy and learned a lot from that. So I think I'm offering that to say 
that I think I will do a single or separate episode about the other business. But 
right now I wanted to like put that out there into the side. Because predominantly 
what I spent my year doing was working in my coaching business. So for context, I 
started in business, march 20 2017. That was my first year in business. I call that 
my business birthday. And that was the day that I had decided when my business 
starts. So I have a reoccurring calendar invitation for March 20 every year to 
celebrate and do something fun for the birthday of my business, the first three 
years, so 2017 to 2018 2018 to 2019 and 2019 to 2020. Almost exactly, was just 
virtual assistant, project management, work and support. And I did that for 
consultants. I did that for consultants, speakers, writers, people in the SAS and 
tech space. So I was a virtual assistant and project manager for two different tech 
companies, three different tech companies, an angel investor, I spent a lot of time 
in that space. So that was the first three years of my business. And the first year 
I think I did 20,000. The second and third year, I think I did 70 I want to say like
74, and then 76, maybe 78. During that time, I also wrote a digital course in 
conjunction like so as a joint venture with a person who's still in my life and a 
friend. She eventually bought my shares of that business. And then oh, this is 
perfect, it is almost to the date. So in December of 2019 after evaluating an off 
boarding clients, and I would ask them during the onboarding, what's been the most 
useful part of working with me and they'd be like, you were a decent project manager
or like you were an okay VA or whatever virtual assistant. But predominantly, that 
coaching hour that we spent together every week was so good. And that's the part 
that people were excited about. And that's the part that I was most passionate 
about. I kept seeing that people would hire me particularly as an executive 
assistant, or as an executive support roles. They would hire me, but really what 
they needed was mindset work to keep their calendars uncluttered. And to keep their 



lives uncluttered, like there was only so much that I could do to manage the mess. 
They needed to quit creating messes. So I started to offer kind of, I would call 
them joint offerings in that kind of November, December of 2019. Where I would sell 
these I call them work treats so they were joint offers. I would do some product 
management and virtual assistant work in some coaching because I was really scared 
just to offer coaching. I didn't think anyone would hire me to do anything besides 
work inside of their business. But that was Let's say November, December, maybe I 
sold one in January, I only sold like two or three of those packages, they were like
$9,000 packages, because I would fly to wherever they were, be with them for a day 
or two, and then fly home. And while we were there, like I set up all the meals and 
all the activities, and here's the work we're going to do, and here's how we're 
going to outsource it. And here's who we need to bring in. And like I would set up 
the whole thing, which I didn't hate. But there was definitely a limit on how many 
of those I could do. And we all also know what happened in March of 2020. Right, we 
went into lockdown, so I couldn't sell those anymore at all. I have it in my notes, 
I believe it, it was actually the very last day of March. But I have it in my notes 
as April counting my very first just coaching revenue, April, let's just say March 
30. April 1 of 2020, is when my business officially I stopped selling not even 
completely. If you go back and listen to most of the previous episodes I did about 
my first year as a coaching business, it wasn't even completely, but that was the 
point in which I predominantly sold, just coaching instead of coaching. And I'll do 
this stuff in your business for you. And so, April 2020, through April 2021, I 
believe I did like 80k 81k and April of 2021 through April of 2022. Well, we're not 
at April of 2022. Yet, it's the first week of January when I'm recording this. So 
April one of 2021 through January 6, if you will, is already been $196,000 the bulk 
of this episode, I'm giving you all that background. So I can kind of back up and 
give you a review of my business in 2021. I'm doing this for you. Because I think 
transparency is useful and good. And I always loved listening to these episodes when
I was earlier in my business. And I still love listening to these sort of episodes 
of podcasts and blog posts of people that are further than me, just to like, 
understand how they think and what they measure. But I'm also doing this for me 
because it's a little bit of a time capsule, it's a little bit of I want to have 
this episode did listen to two years from now, when I'm doing a million dollars in 
revenue or something, want to be able to come back and listen to this episode, and 
see what I thought, I'm going to walk us through the evaluation process that I do at
the end of the year, predominantly, or most regularly, I do this process in two 
days. So one day is reflecting and one day is planning. And we're gonna spend most 
of our time here reflecting in this podcast episode. But there's a set of things I 
do to then do planning. And I typically do those over two days, I love to like go 
rent a hotel room or go rent an Airbnb somewhere, just to be in a different space, 
because I think it's a more fun. And that's like the point and joy, not the point. 
But the joy of being self employed. And being the CEO of a company is like, kind of 
get to do whatever I want. Why not go do this someplace more fun than the office I 
normally work in. But I also think being in a different place brings up different 
levels of creativity and a different way to experience or think about my business 
that I haven't before now. So the first few questions when I start my review process
is just to ask like, what was the original plan? So at the end of 2019, I was 
planning for 2021. What was my original plan? What were the original goals that I 
had? What projects did I want to get done? What revenue was I pointing at? So my 
answers to what I wanted out of 2021 was, I thought I do $500,000 in coaching and 



podcast production school, my other business would do 250,000 We got those numbers 
from my number I kind of just like pull out of my butt because it sounded good. And 
I like making money, podcast production school, we got out of the trajectory we were
on at that point, assuming there would be no major shifts in the business. There are
a lot of major shifts in the business. But those are the money targets for 2021. One
of my desires was to unlock my own CEO brain and be blown away by my own ability to 
problem solve and build companies. I wanted to spend time developing like my own 
thoughts, my own concepts, my IP assets for my business. I wanted to get really good
at the do tell cycle, do Intel so out of the SAS and tech world are actually really 
anybody that builds customer centric stuff. Part of your job is capturing the 
transformation clients are experiencing and how you're delivering that and how 
they're receiving it. And then effectively communicating that externally outside of 
your business so that other people can for marketing purposes, but also just so that
other people understand the value and the transformation and how that tool works. 
And I mean there Many, many applications of the do tell cycle if you're building 
like an app, or a product like a physical product. That's the sort of data that will
help your engineering team and that sort of data that will help the marketing team. 
And that's the sort of data that will help like a partnership team or the executive 
team. So wanted to get good at since I am a company of one over here on the pot and 
coaching business, I wanted to get good at that cycle for myself, I wanted to let 
myself be an entrepreneur. And I think what I meant when I wrote that was not, I 
think I had a voice in my head that kept telling me I'm not an entrepreneur yet, 
because I haven't made a million dollars yet, or haven't made half a million yet. 
I'm not an entrepreneur yet. So I think that was more aligned with how I talked to 
myself about who I am and what I'm capable of. I wrote, get to travel the US again, 
lol, very wishful thinking. And my goal is to buy two to three expensive art 
installations. So I really enjoy art. I really wanted to buy a couple of 
installations that I really enjoyed for this new house that we live in. In terms of 
the answer to the question I originally asked, which is, what was the plan? And how 
did that plan go, didn't do half a million in revenue, didn't do 250 in revenue, I 
will offer that I used to be really afraid of or feel really, really bad about 
myself when I didn't hit my revenue goals. At this point, when I set a revenue goal,
all that is is me going here's my hypothesis for how much effort time energy, like 
the formula of marketing and sales and delivery and the detail cycle, like here's my
best guess for what it would take to create this many dollars. I remember in 2018, I
told my partner that in 2019, I wanted to make $250,000, I think I made what did I 
say? I don't know, somewhere between 70 and 80k. At that point, I was devastated and
beat the crap out of myself. Because I was like, Oh my gosh, I didn't make that 
money. But at the time, I didn't know what it would take. I did not know the formula
for creating $250,000. I know that now. But I didn't know what then. And so at that 
point, I was like so upset that I didn't create the $250,000 in my coaching 
business. But it's because I was letting the goal mean something about who I was and
what I was capable of, instead of letting the goal be neutral, which it is. And just
using it as a hypothesis truly as a hypothesis. Last year, the December of 2020 and 
2021, I went okay, here's my hypothesis for creating half a million dollars of 
coaching. And I didn't create it, I did learn the things I needed to know. And I 
will probably create that this year. And even if I don't, it's fine, truly is fine, 
because I'm just learning more about what it takes to create half a million dollars.
Alright, that's my little side tangent on goal setting and how I think about it now.
But the other things I did really work on and expand my concept for blowing my own 



expectations or what I am possible love. And even just seeing myself as a CEO as an 
entrepreneur, I podcasted way more regularly. So I'm going to get into some stats 
later. But podcasts are way more regularly this year than I had in the year 
previous. And I had to predominately work through the thought I don't have time for 
this. I don't know if I can do it this regularly. I found a way to implement the 
dude tell cycle. So part of what I did last year was interview clients on the 
podcast and had my podcast team helped create some of the assets that would help me 
make business decisions and informed me and we publish it as a podcast episode. So 
that happened. I guess I did travel the US. I went to Austin, Texas in June and in 
July, met the co owner of my other business in Minnesota. I didn't buy any expensive
art installation. So the number I had was $500 or more. And I didn't do that. But I 
did probably spend $500 on art on literally like ink and paper or art from my 
favorite cartoonists. That's so fun. Oh my word that's so fun art for my favorite 
cartoonists or my favorite painters, just smaller pieces. As I found them, I bought 
art in the form of like a mug, or in the form of cool socks. So I easily spent $500 
on that in 2021. But I think the point of that more for me was spend money spend my 
resources on a thing that I say that I desire and that I appreciate and love. And 
it's I love art and buying art because there's not that there's no reason for it. 
But I don't need it to like I can't eat it. I can't live inside of it. It holds none
of the base needs for my humanity, but I love it so much. Maybe I'll write a post 
all about my love for art, but I love it so much. And so this was me challenging 
myself and desiring to kind of put my money where my mouth is and like, go spend 
money with artisans go spend money with painters and cartoonists and ceramic artists
and concrete artists, go spend your money there. So I did. And now that I think 
about it, as I'm like expanding, it wasn't just like the art that I'm looking at in 
my office right now. But yes, I definitely spent over $500, probably closer to a 
grand on art this year. So after I review what did or what the initial plan or the 
initial goals were, I'd like to ask the question, did I achieve those metrics and 
goals? Why or why not? And again, I'm looking at this very neutrally, and not from a
way to kind of beat myself up. But then I do just the basic evaluation. What worked,
what didn't work? What would I do differently? And I guess the step before this is I
do like a, an evaluation of like, what did I do, like go and pull data. And so I 
will share with you here on the podcast, I sold $280,000 worth of coaching 
contracts, so 280,400 To be exact, I cash collected 223,000 of that, to be exact 
$222,665 222665. If you listen to our other podcasts for our other business, they 
normally don't let me say the numbers out loud, because it is not in my calling to 
be able to articulate six figure numbers, which is fascinating because so much money
I make nowadays, but sold to at cash collected 223. I did that with three offers. So
I had one on one coaching contracts, which was the bread and butter of my business. 
I sold a small group coaching program at the beginning of the year, I launched it at
first to December of 2020 and sold like four spots at that point, I think it was 3k 
each. And then I went to do another launch in the spring of 2021. I was so anxious 
and worked up about it. And I was forcing myself to do it. Until I remembered that I
don't have to do anything I don't want to ever. So I actually ended up stopping the 
launch not finishing the launch because it just wasn't what I wanted to sell. And I 
was hating the experience that I was in. So we set that aside spent the rest of the 
year selling one on one I believe I sold 15 contracts total of one on one last year.
And then in September of 2021. I really in June, July, August was coming up with 
this idea and birthed the idea for the residency, which is my current offer. It's a 
12 month group program. It kicked that off September 1, and launched through 



December. I originally planned on just doing it through December 1, but ended up 
launching through December I believe, like 15th or 17th, which was the last day I 
was in the office for the year. And that was $120,000 launch right there by itself 
over four months, which is quite a long time to launch. Let's see September, 
October, November, December, four months, that's a long time to launch anything. I 
do not recommend that. And I will not do it again that long, probably just a month. 
But that's how long it took me to learn how to sell this. That's what I want to, I 
guess pull out for your learning is that I was pretty committed to learning how to 
launch this and launch this well. And this launch of the residency and the success 
of the residency, it was born off the back of the much smaller launches I did before
that were quote unquote, failures, right. So I did the first launch of refuel that 
small group program. And I might bring that back in another iteration of a course or
another way to sell that. But that was I think I sold like I said four spots. It was
3k. And I ended up just offering each of those people like edited one on one. And 
then I went to sell it again in March. And I didn't even get through the launch. It 
sold none and didn't even get through the launch. But I evaluated at each step. So 
by the time I got to the residency, it still took me four months to figure out how 
to sell this. Well actually, I shouldn't say it figure it took me four months 
because they didn't all come in at the end of December. I was selling consistently 
through that time. That's the amount of time it took me to get this new offer really
live and for me to have built my confidence in it, and competence in selling it. So 
for those of you that are coaches, this will make sense. But I guess even if it's 
not, I want to share this information because, again, this is just not vision you'll
have in people's businesses, especially coaching businesses, if you offer any sort 
of services, just want to show the stats. So I had 20 consultations, I had seven no 
shows of those 27 were no shows. Overall, I signed 24 coaching contracts. Again, 
that number is different than the 15 because several of those people will be going 
into the residency and I hadn't actually like coached them yet. And at least eight 
people I signed throughout the year without a console so that means they were or re 
up from a current client or they're going into the residency they were current 
client and didn't need to do an official consult. I spoke at three conferences. I 
had 13 Coffee dates, I did 19 peer coaching calls. So that was within the mastermind
experience that I had this year, I did 19 evaluations, yeah, 19 evaluations, 12 of 
them were monthly. And then the other ones, I'm assuming we're about my launches, or
just first in last month of mastermind that I was in, but I evaluated at least 19 
times. And then I did five live trainings. So that was something that I played 
around with last year that I hadn't done in the years before, where I would just 
invite people to do trainings based off of concepts I created for the podcast. So 
there was one about ethical pricing about radical responsibility. I did a an 
entrepreneurship honesty, our the half page, business plan, workshop mindset, summer
camp, which was actually like six, or no four sessions for six sessions over several
weeks, and then residency ready, which was some sessions that I did in preparation 
to sell the residency. And then in terms of my marketing, which I guess the 
trainings are part of the marketing as well. But in terms of my marketing, I did 48 
podcast episodes, 92 newsletters, and here's the deal, I only had 57 new 
subscribers, and I had 29 on subscribes to my email list, I do not have a large 
email list, honestly, being completely transparent. My email list is now about 200 
people not quite, but I had, let's say 60 new subscribers, and 30 unsubscribers. So 
fun. And I posted 232, Instagram posts at least 232, I stopped counting after that. 
And I spent $50,000 in coaching spent $50,000 working on and that's coaching for my 



business, personal coaching for just my regular life. That's how much I spent on 
coaching and training and education. So those are like the stats of my business. And
to be completely transparent part of me is like, Ooh, I shouldn't share so much. I 
am sharing it. Because I want you to see what I'm seeing as a business coach, 
looking at my own business. First of all, again, I did all this work to compile this
information, because this is the depth to which I evaluate my work. But also as a 
coach. I'm like, Oh, this makes sense, right? My coaching business is only a year 
and a half, not even two years old. So my audience is on the smaller side, I would 
say in terms of email subscribers, Instagram followers, and podcast listeners. But 
when you're very effective at what you do, and have a way to support the kind of do 
tell cycle that makes sense for your business. You don't really need a giant 
audience to make good money. Part of my goal is to continue to grow those things 
this year. But it's not like my primary goal at all, actually, to grow my audience. 
Once I did that long evaluation. I did, what worked, what didn't work, what I want 
to do differently. And then I reviewed my ownership experience. So I asked myself, 
What are my top three favorite business experiences of 2021? What are my favorite 
non business experiences and what felt easy? So my answers for that were I did the 
live event for my very first mastermind. And that was like life changing mindset 
summer camp. That training that I did was probably my favorite one that I did, 
because it was just so fun. And I had my first $20,000 month on 2021. I had not 
experienced that before in my entrepreneurship journey in any of the businesses that
I've had my favorite non business experience, I took my sister's to a bath house, it
was a bunch of different temperature pools with different experiences like 
waterfalls and steam rooms with different scented scenes steam rooms. That was 
amazing. And I think what felt easier this year was moving more slowly and taking 
breaks. Because I really practiced taking breaks and resting this year, which I 
don't know if it sounds like a dumb thing to practice or not. But even when I was a 
VA, when I had even my very first client, I still remember that my very first 
client, I could not get myself to take a break. I've been practicing resting since 
2017. And every year I get a little bit better and a little bit better and a little 
bit better. And this year I was very much like down with laying down for basically 
after 4pm laying down somewhere, taking naps and taking Friday's off and taking 
Wednesday's often setting up my days so that there are at least two days a week 
where I don't take any calls that I don't want to take. Sometimes I'll schedule my 
own personal coaching in there, or I'll meet with a friend or a peer. But I have at 
least two days a week where I don't take calls. And I've really structured my life 
so that more rest can happen and I want even more of it in 2022 but that felt easier
than it had in many years. Now, the other questions kind of the flip side of that 
coin is what felt hard this year. And then what did I love Korea? ating or putting 
out in the world? What do I never want to experience again? And what do I want to 
change about the business experience for next year. So, again, I'm being very 
transparent here, marketing felt hard at times last year, mainly because I always 
felt like I needed to be optimal. And that kind of sucked the joy and fun out of it.
For me, even though my podcast is like, my favorite thing that I put out, still felt
challenging. Experiencing my emotions still feels really hard. And I don't know that
that gets easier because I think that might just be part of the human condition, 
that shitty feelings feel shitty, like, there's no way to like, coach yourself out 
of rejection, feeling good, or heartbreak, feeling good, or grief, feeling good. 
That's not going anywhere. But I had many bouts of that this year of feeling burnt 
out, and just huge waves of grief, and huge waves of heartbreak. And that was really



hard. Not abandoning myself, was really hard, staying in that and like feeling those
emotions was really, really hard. But I still celebrate that because I did it, 
experienced it and move through it. What did I love creating like I said, those live
sessions were cool. The live trainings that I did were cool. And I'll do more of 
them this year. I still love my podcast, and I love the medium of podcasting. 
Surprise, since my other businesses around podcasting. I just love it so much. And I
love hearing from you all and hearing from friends and peers and like my own 
mentors, things that I've said on my show are how this episode was so helpful to 
them. The medium and has been so good to me. And I love creating my podcast. And I 
made a lot of business friends this year. So I remember in 2018 So after, you know, 
I started in March of 2017, and 2018 and 2019. I was like I don't know, no friends, 
no entrepreneurial friends, I had lots of muggle friends, people that were employed.
But I noticed last year, I have a lot of friends, a lot of business friends and by 
business friends, I mean friends that I met through the fact that I work online, 
that are just regular friends all over the country, I had tons of zoom cocktail 
hours and zoom dates that were legitimately like not like a networking date, where 
you're like, How can I help you but like, Oh, my God, I need to text you because my 
dog is doing the most bananas, stuff like those kinds of friends, friend, friends. 
So that felt really good. And creating those connections felt great. In terms of 
what I would never do. Again, this is surprising for me, because I think I'm very, 
very good at the skill. I given TEDx talks and spoken on stages for years is 
speaking, I don't think I'm going to do any of that in 2022. How No, I'm saying that
now. I think the more precise way of saying this is that if I do it has to be 
really, like really, really an opportunity. I really, really want. I did not enjoy 
the process of preparing for these talks. The people I connected with amazing the 
other talks and other like people giving talks and being connected with them 
amazing. The conferences that these people put together were so good. But my 
experience preparing for them. I didn't really like I'm skilled at the art of giving
presentations and speaking and being on stage. But I don't think I'm going to do 
that in 2022. I don't think that'll be a part of my strategy. And maybe I'll swap 
that out for like podcasts guesting because I didn't do any of that, and 2021. And 
then the other thing I will never do, again,

is coffee chats with internet strangers. So part of my growing my coaching business,
I had loads of coffee chats with just like anybody I met on the internet, because I 
genuinely at that point was like, let me meet as many people as I can, and help them
like that is the foundation of my business was meeting people and telling them what 
I do and hearing what they need. And making offers to help them in any way not just 
with my business, but like how can I support you? And that served me so well in 
2020. Like, so. So so well, I had, gosh, maybe I'll go back and look at how many 
virtual coffee chats I had in 2020. But in 2021, definitely the first quarter of the
year, maybe no, it wasn't even through June. It was probably through May I had done 
like that those 19 or whatever. And I was really hating that experience. And not 
because the experience was bad. Some of them are very good. And again, I've met 
people that I want to be friends with for a long time. I really did not enjoy 
meeting other people in quote unquote business, especially older gentlemen, and 
especially older white gentleman who were like, Oh, that's cute. They are in 
business. Have you read this business book? I remember having one conversation in 
particular with a particularly patronizing individual. I was like, why am I doing 
this? Does my business still need this? So that was an evaluation I did have? Are 



these still fruitful? And the answer was no. So I will not be having coffee chats 
with internet strangers anymore even though that sort Have me really, really well, 
for parts of my business? And then that last question, what do you want to change 
about your business experience? Next year, my focus for next year is really assuming
that I'm doing it right. Assuming that I've built up enough chops, even if I haven't
made a million dollars in a single year yet, I have in the last four years created 
close to 700, no 650,000, maybe in revenue. And that's enough with a bunch of 
different businesses. I know enough, that I'm doing it right and just in to enjoy 
being an entrepreneur. So I might do one or two small side projects, but just only 
if they're fun. And only if because I want to short term projects might come up. My 
goal for 2022 is to do half a million in revenue. Learning how to expertly sell or 
master the process of selling my group offer. That's my goal, or what at least what 
I want to spend my time doing in 2022. Which means my assumption, remember the 
beginning of this episode I talked about like what's, what do I think the recipe for
this is? My assumption is to do less better, which I love that principle. I love 
that when I was a virtual assistant and a project manager, I remember reading, I 
believe the book is called Essentialism by Greg McGowan McGowan. I love that 
principle. And so I'm going to continue to do less. And I will offer I don't think I
do a lot anyway, I've got like, I don't know, three or four specific things I do. So
the podcast, email newsletter, it was speaking and coffee chats, and Instagram. So 
probably do like three of those do less much, much better is my not even much 
better. But more robustly I guess it's a good way to say that in 2022. So like I 
said, my goal is half a million, it's about 25 new customers or clients continuing 
to release the, if I don't hit these goals, then that means I'm not a real 
entrepreneur. I'm not good at this, because none of that's true, literally at all. 
Right? I get to decide, and treat myself and speak to myself the fact that like, now
I make a lot of money, and have a lot of time freedom, oh my word. I have a lot of 
flexibility. And I get to honor that myself and do more. Right. It's not required 
that I think I'm doing poorly, to want more than that for my life coach. Shout out 
to Rachel. But yeah, that's kind of my review of 2021. There's some things I left 
out that I will keep to myself, both personally and professionally. But overall, I 
hope what you get most from this episode is just the freedom to look at yourself and
look at your numbers and either look at my stuff and say like, oh, shit, I got a lot
more much larger audience. And she does. I can do that too. Right? Oh, or be 
inspired and be like, Oh, she did that I can do that, too. I love entrepreneurship. 
I love business. I love looking at businesses and figuring out their models of how 
they're selling their half page business plan. I will literally drive around my town
and be like, Ooh, I want to buy that used car dealership, because I'm so curious 
about how they're making money, and how I might do it differently. Or that that 
laundry mat or my he's a dear friend, but a giant nerd sent me this. It's a company 
that sells Japanese writing utensils, aka pins. And I was looking through their 
stuff. And their content strategy I thought was so beautiful. They do their own 
fulfillment, like they're not making money from ads. And so I was like, Oh, how long
were they building up their long tail SEO strategy to make themselves so findable. 
And I wonder how most people find them. And I wonder how their fulfillment works and
what is their team like and they have to have content folks on staff because these 
are such in depth articles, right? So and he sent me this listing about like a pen 
or some pens. And I just appreciate business so much. I love this game. And I'm so 
grateful to the things in my life that have led me to the space where I get to play 
this game for a career like this is my job. This is so fun. So thank you for 



listening. I hope you got to do your own interviewer review, not to beat the crap 
out of yourself but to celebrate yourself and acknowledge what you're doing. Because
it is different and it is really an honor that we get to do this work. Alright, I 
will catch you on the next episode.

Thank you for listening to this episode of one year from now you can find the show 
notes and all the links we mentioned at brainspace optimized comm slash podcast If 
you want to chat me up about all things entrepreneurship, then head to brainspace 
optimized comm and join my email list. This is where we have rich conversations 
about the experience of business ownership. It's thoughtful, it's funny, I like 
getting responses and chatting with you all. It's a good time. Lastly, you can find 
me on Instagram at brainspace optimized and we'll see you in the next episode.


